INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1 No digging required. Using a spade or shovel, clear the area where edging is to be placed of turf and debris. Place the edging in the desired shape and location on cleared surface with the anchoring tabs facing toward the planting bed.

2 Hammer the included anchoring spikes through the tabs to hold the edging in place. The maximum spacing of the spikes is every 4’. If you desire additional anchoring, spike packs are available separately.

3 Backfill to the top of the edging with mulch or other groundcover.

USING THE CONNECTOR
When joining two pieces of ProFlex™ edging, use the included overlapping connector. It is designed to overlay on the top of the end tab of each piece, so that when spiked, it minimizes the gap between two pieces of edging. Make sure to cut at the midpoint between the anchoring tabs for best results. Cut edging with hand snips or a fine tooth saw. Always take proper safety precautions when spiking and cutting edging.

HELPFUL TIPS
• PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR: During installation it is recommended to wear protective eyewear.
• WEAR GLOVES: Gardening or work gloves are recommended when handling.
• CUTTING: When cutting edging for best results it is recommended to cut at the midpoint between the anchoring tabs using hand snips or a fine tooth saw.

SMOOTH TOP EDGING DESIGN
• Use for a traditional, clean line look

SCALLOP TOP EDGING DESIGN
• Use for an innovative, decorative look